Minutes of the NN Implementation and Evaluation Drafters Meeting

27-28/06/2018, 10:00 – 16:00, Brussels

Welcoming address by the NN EWG co-Chairs to NN Implementation and Evaluation drafters.

Meeting’s Agenda – 27 June 2018 - 10:00 – 17:00

27 June 10:00 – 17:00

- Welcome and adoption of agenda
- Overall status and scheduling of activities
- Brief discussion regarding answers to Questionnaire and schedule of Implementation report
- Presentation of the draft BEREC Opinion as prepared by co-chairs
- Discussion and update of the content of the draft BEREC Opinion
- 12:00-14:00 Session with Korean guests, included lunch starting at 13:00
- Finish discussion of BEREC Opinion if not finished before session with Korean guests
- Presentation and discussion of the Consultation report

28 June 09:30 – 15:30

- Tour de table on national NN cases and questions
- Continue discussion of remaining chapters of Consultation report
- Breakout sessions discussing update of chapters
- Common session coordinating the work
- Schedule next steps
- Any other business
- Concluding

End of meeting 15:30

The draft agenda has been adopted by the NN Implementation & Evaluation drafters and the meeting started.

Activity 1: Overall status and scheduling of activities

NN co-chairs presented the updated 2018 NN Implementation and Evaluation meeting’s schedule providing details as how the finalization of the NN consultation report, implementation report and draft BEREC opinion could be delivered.

NN co-chairs presented indicative dates for the forth coming meetings.
• **Weds-Thurs 27-28 June** – Impl. & Eval. drafters – meeting – cover all BEREC responses + Korean guests
• **Mid-July** – eventually agree on drafters milestones to wrap up before the summer vacation starts...
  Thurs 23 Aug – Impl. & Eval. drafters – video conference
• **Weds-Thurs 29-30 Aug** – NN EWG full group meeting + Impl & Eval drafters meeting
• **?? Sept** – any need for more Impl. & Eval. drafters meetings? (emergency slot)
• **13-14 Sept / 3-5 Oct** – CN3 / P3 / Heads discussion
• **Thurs 11 Oct** – Impl. & Eval. drafters physical meeting
• **Weds-Thurs 24-25 Oct** – NN EWG full group meeting + Impl & Eval drafters meeting
• **?? Nov** – any need for more Impl. & Eval. drafters meetings? (emergency slot)
• **15-16 Nov / 6-7 Dec** – CN4 / P4

**Activity 2: Brief discussion regarding answers to Questionnaire and schedule of Implementation report**

NN co-chairs presented to drafters a summary of contributions received along with the timeline of delivery of the report. Context of the national cases and questions from database and the National Reports could be elaborated in the report too. A first draft of the questionnaire could be presented on the meeting of 23rd of August.

**Activity 3: Presentation of the draft BEREC Opinion as prepared by co-chairs - Discussion and update of the content of the draft BEREC Opinion**

NN co-chairs presented a sketch of draft BEREC Opinion on the evaluation of the application of the Regulation and invited drafters for their initial comments and views on the context.

**Activity 4: Session with Korean guests**

NN co-chairs welcomed the Korean delegation from South Korea who has expressed their interest to discuss NN rules, relevant EU Regulation and BEREC Guidelines implementation in Europe and the Korean net neutrality rules. NN co-chair and shortly presented BEREC organisation, the NN EWG activities, the Guidelines in force and the issues under assessment as specialised services, zero rating, how legislation and guidelines has been enforced in EU MS and how NRAs are assessing IAS in their countries. The Korean delegation shortly presented the traffic management & QoS rules applied for internet and Network Neutrality in South Korea. Questions were posed by both parties enabling information and experience sharing in terms of practices, 5G, transparency, zero rating and bundles offered in both Europe and South Korea. At last a short discussion was made on the international context and how NN interact across Asia, Europe and America.

**Activity 5: Continuation of discussion and update of the content of the draft BEREC Opinion text**

NN co-chair continue discussing with drafters the draft BEREC Opinion on the evaluation of the application of the Regulation with drafters sharing views on zero rating that desires close analysis. A detailed discussion took place with drafters commenting on the text under review.

*End of Meeting in 27th of June 2018, 17:00*
Meeting’s Agenda – 28 June 2018 – 09:30 – 15:30

- Continuation and update of the content of the draft BEREC Opinion text
- Tour de table on national NN cases and questions
- Presentation and discussion of Consultation report
- Common session coordinating the work
- Schedule next steps
- Concluding.

Activity 6: Continuation of discussion and update of the content of the draft BEREC Opinion text

NN co-chair concluded the discussion on draft BEREC Opinion on the evaluation of the application of the Regulation. The draft document will be shared to drafters for further review and finalization.

Activity 7: Tour de table on national NN cases and questions

[...] presented new NN cases about QoS measurements and capacity sensitive traffic with a discussion made among drafters with questions and replies provided. An updated status has been discussed. The cases to be included in the implementation report will be decided within July 2018.

Break 13:00 – 13:30

Activity 8: Presentation and discussion of the Consultation report

NN co-chair and sub-team coordinators presented the 5th version of consolidation report commenting on stakeholder’s contributions and BEREC responses on all 28 questions made.

Activity 9: Discussion of Consultation report

NN Co-chair invited sub-team leaders to present BEREC responses added on the 6th version of consolidated report. NN drafters argued on responses provided on grouped respondent’s contributions and review the text once more on main topics as zero rating, traffic management, specialised services, etc.

Activity 10: Schedule next steps

NN Co-Chairs proposed the following action plan as per:

1) **NN National Cases Report**: NN Drafters to update the cases in the database, both with the new cases discussed today and all other cases that fall in the reporting period 2017-2018.
   **Deadline for Submission is Friday 13 July.**

2) **The consultation report**: mini-teams should provide updated versions of each section in the CLEAN version 6 on BEREC-net. In addition, a shorten version of the text should be drafted!
   **Deadline: Friday 13 July.**

3) **The draft Opinion**: Drafters to provide comments by email with [...] to process. The PRD leaves the necessary room for an ‘experience based’ evaluation.
   **Deadline: Friday 6 July.**
**Activity 11: Conclusion**

The Meeting was concluded with NN Co-Chairs thanking the 27 NN drafters from the 15 NRAs who joined the meeting for their active participation and feedback provided.

Brussels, 28/06/2018,
Drafted by BEREC Office
Approved by NN Co-Chairs on 29/06/2018
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On 27/6/2018, four (4) NN experts joined as follows: two (2) from BnetzA, one (1) CNMC, one (1) from RTR has joined the NN EWG meeting via Video Conference.

On the 28/6/2018, two (2) NN experts from BnetzA, one (1) from RTR and two (2) from ACM.

The Korean Delegation was headed by: [...]